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All Weather Bangles 

BuDhaGirl’s All-Weather Bangles are circles of gold dust filament suspended in flexible, 

polyvinyl carbonate rings, then sealed with exclusive BuDhaGirl prayer beads. 

The Bangles are waterproof (you can wear them in the shower), soundproof (none of that 

traditional clanging), and practically weightless. Unlike most jewelry, you can keep them on 

when going through TSA airport security checkpoints! 

 

Sold in sets of nine, these unique, golden wrist circles are held together with a prayer ribbon 

corresponding to the set’s embedded message. Each set is housed in an elegant, transparent, 

temple-like box. The First Bangle Collection will incorporate the Serenity Prayer. Upcoming 

collections will focus on the Lord’s Prayer, Buddha’s Mantra for Travelers, St. Theresa’s Prayer 

and the Sh’ma. 

 

BuDhaGirl Key for wearing:  

Don’t rush to put these all on at once. Rather, slip them on precisely, with attention. Surely you 

have a few seconds to clear your mind, breathe, and visualize intention(s) for the day. Think of it 

as a personal ritual. At the end of the day, take them off one by one. Consider what you’ve 

achieved and be thankful for that. Don’t dwell on what you imagine is “missing.” 

 

“The human soul can always use a new tradition. Sometimes we require them.” - Pat Conroy, 

The Lords of Discipline 

 

“Every day my mother had tea. My dad has his ritual cigar. They had their evening cocktail. 

Those rituals were done nicely, with flair and feeling.” - John Travolta 

 

 

Price: $125 

Size:  Small 2.25” internal clearance or Large 2.45” internal clearance 

All Weather Bangles come in Large Acrylic Bon Bon box 

SKU #: Serenity Bead 10027 small, Serenity Bead 10028 large 



 

 

BuDhaBoy Pendants 

Our BuDaBoy Pendants are a delight to both sight and touch. They were inspired by a jade 

Buddha carved in the modernist style. Ours are fabricated in resin to minimize weight; each 

features the BuDhaGirl “Chop” seal encrusted on the back. Our exclusive acrylic box showcases 

them as cheerful little museum pieces. The BuDhaBoys come in sets of three in a choice of color 

ranges: Neon (for those who like flare), Moss (for the naturalist) and Chica (for the young at 

heart.) 

 

BuDhaGirl’s key for wearing: 

At the start of your day, pick one, two or three BuDhaBoys to help carry you through your 

chores and responsibilities with a sense of purpose. It’s the process, not the deed. Combine the 

“Boys” with our Torque, Ottoman Silk Cords or Temple Chain. 

 

“I found I could say things with color and shapes that I couldn't say any other way - things I had 

no words for.” - Georgia O’Keefe 

 

“Color is my day-long obsession, joy and torment.” - Claude Monet 

 

Price: $135 

Approximate Weight: 1 oz. each 

BuDhaBoy Pendants come in their acrylic Museum case 

SKU #: Moss 10014, Neon 10015, Chica 10016 

 

 

 

 



 
BuDhaGirl Wrist Wraps 

We searched far and wide to find the perfect wrist wraps to embody BuDhaGirl’s mission and 

aesthetic, and here they are! These spectacular bracelets are covered with stingrayshagreen, a 

material that’s been used for centuries to embellish everything from Japanese sword hilts to 

inlaid Parisian boxes. Each wrap features removable, interchangeable BuDhaGirl End Caps that 

serve as your daily Reminders. Comes with BuDhaGirl “CHOP” standard end cap. Buddha, 

Lotus, & Snake end caps sold separately. 

 

Decadently luxurious, simultaneously clever and chic, our wrist wraps are sold in pairs. 

BuDhaGirl Wrist Wrapsare available in three different colorations: 

City (Black &Taupe), Playa (Turquoise & Ivory) & Carnivale (Pink & Tangerine.) 

 

* Stingray is a natural material that has been hand-dyed, variations in color will occur. 

 

BuDhaGirl key for wearing: 

Wear them singly or together, and feel free to pair them with other baubles from your jewel box. 

If Mixing it up” was good enough for Coco Chanel, well then…..Finish them off with whichever 

End Caps best suit your mood: The Lotus, the Snake (2013 is the year of the snake in the 

Chinese calendar) or the Buddha. For more information on End Caps please look at our End Cap 

page. 

 

“A gift consists not in what is done or given, but in the intention of the giver or doer.” – Lucious 

Annaeus Seneca 

 

“Our intention creates our reality.” - Wayne Dyer 

 

“I'm very sensitive to the English language. I studied the dictionary obsessively when I was a kid 

and collect old dictionaries. Words, I think, are very powerful and they convey an intention”. - 

Drew Barrymore 

 

Price: $395 

Approximate weight: 1.5 oz. Each 

BuDhaGirl Wrist Wraps come in acrylic Temple box 

SKU #:City 10018 (Black/Taupe), Playa 10019 (Turq./Ivory), Carnival 10020 (Pink/Tangerine) 



 

BuDhaGirl End Caps 

We loved, loved, loved the BuDhaGirl Wrist Wrap bracelets, but how could we bring meaning 

and intention to them? BuDhaGirl End Caps proved to be the perfect answer. Made of gold-

plated brass and hand-finished with crystals. Three sets of End Caps currently available:  

Lotus (signifying friendship and births) $125 a pair  

Buddha (focus and healing) $95 a pair 

Snake (2013 is the Chinese year of the snake) $75 

Please note: A set of Wrist Wraps requires two pair. 

 

BuDhaGirl key to wearing: 

Decide this is a Wrist-Wrap kind of day….then decide on your End caps. When choosing them, 

pause for a moment to focus on your intention. Then : BE IT. 

 

“If you feel lost, disappointed, hesitant, or weak, return to yourself, to who you are, here and 

now.  And when you get there, you will discover yourself, like a lotus flower in full bloom, even 

in a muddy pond, beautiful and strong.” - Masuro Emoto, The Secret Life of Water 

 

“The snake which cannot cast its skin has to die. As well the minds which are prevented from 

changing their opinions, they cease to be mind.” - Friedrich Nietzsche 

 

“All that we are is the result of what we have thought. The mind is everything. What we think we 

become.” - Buddha 

 

Approximate Weight: .75 oz./pair 

BuDhaGirl End Caps come in acrylic Temple box 

SKU #: Buddha 10022, Lotus 10023, Snake 10024 

 



 

 

Ottoman Silk Cords 

Augment your mood with color. If you have more than one Ottoman Silk Cord (lucky you), why 

not combine them? Exercise your innate creativity. These marvelous treasures come to us from 

Turkey a land where East meets West and just by crossing over a bridge you have crossed a 

continent. BuDhaGirl Ottoman Silk Cords come in four color combinations: Soir (deep, 

imperturbable), Jour (light, carefree), Jardin (exotic, colorful), and Mer (cool, natural).  

 

BuDhaGirl Key for wearing: 

BuDhaGirl’s Ottoman Silk Cords give you a choice dictated by color. Choose your mood. Wear 

them long with a pendant. Or twice wrapped as a choker, with a BuDhaBoy pendant on the 

side…or even coiled around your wrist as a bracelet! 

 

“Everywhere the human soul stands between a hemisphere of light and another of darkness; on 

the confines of the two everlasting empires, necessity and free will.” - Thomas Carlyle 

 

“We all have a childhood dream that when there is love, everything goes like silk, but the reality 

is that marriage requires a lot of compromise.” - Raquel Welch 

 

Price: $95 

Approximate length: 53” 

Ottoman Silk Cords come in our mini Bon Bon Box 

SKU #: Soir 10010, Jour 10011, Jardin 10012, Mer 10013 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/t/thomascarl118556.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/t/thomascarl118556.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/raquelwelc393162.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/raquelwelc393162.html


 

BuDhaGirl Core Cuff 

The BuDhaGirl Core Cuff is a jewelry piece with pedigree. Based on an extraordinary 1930’s 

French creation, the modern version is the vehicle that will hold your Reminders. Stainless Steel 

is micron plated in 18kt gold, finished and polished by hand. Resin bars are added for a flare of 

modernist Deco feel. Opening coffer lid reveals compartment to add your BuDhaGirl Reminder 

daily. 

 

BuDhaGirl Key for wearing:  

Decide you want to wear your BuDhaGirlCore Cuff today. Feel chic, modern, and enigmatic. 

Choose your BuDhaGirl Reminder for the day. Take a moment, focus 30 seconds on what you 

want today what is your intention? Place your Reminder in your core cuff and off you go. Smile 

inwardly. 

  

“One of the many innovations of modernism was the new demands it placed on the audience. 

Music, painting, literature, even architecture, would never again be quite so 'easy' as they had 

been.”  - Peter Watson, A Terrible Beauty 

 

“There was going to be no more poverty, no more ignorance, no more disease. Art Deco 

reflected that confidence, vigor and optimism by using symbols of progress, speed and power.” - 

Robert McGregor, painter 

 

Price: $395 

Approximate weight: 3 oz. 

Dimensions: H 1.7”/W 2.7”/D .8” 

Colors: Jade, Onyx, Ivory& Carnelian 

Includes Golden Guanyin First Level Reminder 

BuDhaGirl Core Cuff comes in the acrylic Temple display box. 

SKU #: Ivory 10001, Onyx 10002, Jade 1003, Carnelian 1004 

 

http://www.quotesea.com/quote/therewasgoingtobenomorepovertynomore
http://www.quotesea.com/quote/therewasgoingtobenomorepovertynomore


 

 
Torque 

Torques have been around since at least the 6
th

 century B.C. Ours is a modern interpretation of 

what was originally made up of multiple strands or ropes. Brilliantly simple in shape, The 

BuDhaGirl Torque conforms to the neck. You’ll forget you’re wearing it, yet it’s front and center 

for all to see. Crafted of a single piece of stainless steel that has been hand dipped in 18kt. gold. 

 

BuDhaGirl key for wearing: 

Decide how it is going to look on today. Directly on your skin or perhaps even over a turtleneck.  

Complement it witha BuDhaGirl Core Pendant with your Reminder for the day or your favorite 

of BuDhaBoy.  

 

“I wear a necklace, cause I wanna know when I'm upside down.” - Mitch Hedberg, comedian 

 

Price: $75 

Approximate Weight: .5 oz. 

Comes in BuDhaGirl Silk Pouch 

SKU #: Torque 10017 



 
BuDhaGirl Core Pendant 

Inspired by an extraordinary 1930’s French bibelot, we took the Core Cuff of Collection One and 

transformed it into a pendant. It can be used to hold Reminders, or consider combining it with 

our Temple Chain, Torque or Ottoman Silk Cords. Fashioned from 18kt gold micro-plated 

stainless steel, then finished by hand. Resin bars add a modernist Deco touch. The coffer lid lifts 

to reveal a secret compartment to house your BuDhaGirl daily Reminder. Feel chic, 

modern….enigmatic. 

 

BuDhaGirl Key for wearing:  

What will you put in the BuDhaGirl Core Pendant today? Take a moment to focus on today’s 

goal, today’s intention. What should you put your Pendant on…the Temple Chain (reserved, but 

with a touch of bling), the Torque (secure and close to your skin), or the Ottoman Silk Cords 

(with the option to wrap, twist or tie). Place your Reminder inside your Pendant and off you go. 

Go to BuDhaGirl.com for more information on Reminders. 

 

“Opinion is like a pendulum and obeys the same law. If it goes past the centre of gravity on one 

side, it must go a like distance on the other; and it is only after a certain time that it finds the true 

point at which it can remain at rest.” - Arthur Schopenhauer 

 

Price: $175 

Approximate weight: 1.2 oz 

Dimensions: H 2.5”/ W 1.2”/ D .7” 

Colors: Jade, Onyx, Ivory& Carnelian 

Includes Golden Guanyin First Level Reminder 

Core Pendant comes in acrylic BuDhaGirl box 

SKU #: Ivory 10005, Onyx 10006, Jade 10007, Carnelian 10008 



 
Temple Chain 

Instantly iconic, BuDhaGirl’s Temple Chain is a classic 34 inches, a length that allows for the 

option of doubling it into a choker, thanks to a hidden clasp. Its links are round, square and 

rectangular….life is variable, why shouldn’t your jewelry be? The rectangular links feature a 

clear crystal bead and a miniature hand-finished Buddha. Made of brass, plated with 1-micron 

18kt gold. An ideal accompaniment to the BudhaGirl Core Pendant and the BuDhaBoy Pendants. 

 

BuDhaGirl key to wearing: 

Think of what today will bring. Do you need a Reminder? Then choose the Core Pendant with its 

Reminder locket. Do you need a friendly BuDhaBoy? Wear one Boy or all three and share 

whimsy with everyone you encounter. Familiar yourself with the color story and how it can bring 

awareness to what we call “the law of little things.” 

 

“For to be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way that respects and 

enhances the freedom of others.” - Nelson Mandela 

 

“Tyrants have not yet discovered any chains that can fetter the mind.” - Charles Caleb Colton 

 

Price: $145 

Weight: 3 oz. 

SKU #: Temple Chain 10009 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


